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What's he got that some other workers haven't?

• •

CONFIDENCE!
He has the confidence that can only come from a feeling
of safety-from

knowing that his eyes are properly protected.

As a result, he is an exceptionally able workman-a'

fast,

steady, dependable producer. To protect his eyes, he wears

glasses. You can get them with Super Armorplate Lenses.
In Calobar or clear. The lenses can be ground to individual
prescription.

Available in three eye-sizes and-three .bridge-

sizes, with or without side shields. Be sure to have your AO
, Safety Representative give you complete detail;~ about these

American Optical Ful-Vue Goggles.
AO Ful-Vue Goggles are light in weight, inconspicuous,
and as snug-fitting and comfortable to wear as regular eye-

confidence-inspiring

AO Ful-VueGoggles.

"And ask him

to tell you about the other aids [hat AO offers you.

,
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take a look at the picture

above. Most of a Clipper's

equip-

ment is unfamiliar to the uninitiated,
but the clean efficiency revealed in
every detail needs

no description

here. For in a Clipper, no detail is
too small to be important, and 'no·
alibis are accepted.

High

American

standards

National

Airways'

parts "measure

as Pan
are,

up."

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC.
MALDEN,

MASS.

FIDELITY Quill Winder •• •
Accurate Taper Winding of Wire
for Weaving

of Wire

Cloth for

FILTERS • SCREENS • SIFTERS, etc.
The FIDELITY Quill Winder for accurate, high-speed
taper winding of wire-six packages of uniformly even lay
and taper at one time-speeds production for manufacturers
of wire cloth for filters, screens, sifters, etc.
The taper is automatically governed by control buttons
which reverse and successively shorten the traverse in the'
same operation.
Slow acceleration prevents wire stretching and breakage.
Other outstanding advantages include: hydraulic control,
individual motor drive, tension control on feeder, and automatic stop motion and yardage meter.
You can wind wire from spools or brake-controlled reels
depending on your requirements.
for further information and details, write to

FIDELITY MACHINE COMPANY
3908-18

Frankford Avenue, Philadelphia,

Pa.

THE

easier t.ask than would otherwise have been possible
without the progressive developments offered by the
Vulcan organization in the fields of Distillation,
Evaporation
and Extraction. Vulcan is proud of
the important part which its contribution to chemical engineering is playing in American industry
today .

demands placed upon chemical engineering
organizations
by the National
Emergency are
far reaching and extend into many industries. The
Vulcan organization
has made many important
contributions to the expansion of the process indus·
tries during the past 41 years. This fact has made
the wartime conversion of these industries a much

.
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THE TABULAR VIEW

J.nnouncing

A CASUALTY

Wa,r. - As our cover photograph suggests, Technology's performance of its responsibilities as an American institution bulks large in this first issue of The
Review, Volume XLV. From PRESIDENT KARL T.
COMPTONwe present two discussions which constitute a well-rounded picture of the Institute in these
days of trial. The mood and spirit in which the Institute community is doing its work speak in his address of welcome to incoming students this fall (page
17); the great extent and import of that work are
surveyed in excerpts from his annual report to the
Corporation (page 31). Implicit in both discussions is
the fine and unassuming quality of his own leadership,
which is a constant source of strength to the whole
Institute in extraordinary times.
Amity. - As adviser on Latin America to the State
Department and to the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs and as a diplomatist of long experience, ROBERT
G. CALDWELL,Dean of Humanities at Technology,
writes with authority (page 19) of the importance of
maintenance of cultural relations between nations in
time of war. Dean Caldwell's article argues powerfully
for the long-range view.
Formulation. - Among the more stimulating contemporary thinkers on matters aesthetic is AMEDEE
OZENFANT,from whose Foundations of Modern Art
The Review for November, 1940, quoted. In the present issue, M. Ozenfant discusses (page 22) a theory of
the origin of art forms which is wide ranging in its
philosophical substance. Born in Picardy in 1886, his
father' a builder and his mother a porcelain painter,
M. Ozenfant after a brief interval at the Beaux-Arts
studied painting in the Academic La Palette with
other Moderns. First as a Cubist and then as a Purist
he has sought directness of.appeal in art. His paintings
are in museums and private collections from Moscow
to Chicago.
Native. - Steamboats built for navigation of American rivers and sounds in the first half of the Nineteenth Century contributed greatly to creating the
American tradition. Their history as a story of mechanical advance and of human interest is recounted
in this Review (page 25) by W. MACK ANGAS,'17,
Captain, Civil Engineer Corps, United States Navy,
who is already well known to Review readers.
Control. - Some of the remarkable progress made in
regulating the optical properties of glass ---.:..
particularly its ability to transmit and to bend radiationis described for The Review (page 28) by HAROLDR.
MOULTON,assistant research director of the laboratories of the American Optical Company.

DUE TO OVERWORK
THE puzzles in the series we have published
here take a lot of time to prepare - and
now we are so busy that the series will probably
have to be discontinued "for the duration."

We have on hand a limited supply of reprints
of the puzzles that have appeared and have tentatively set a price on them of 50¢ per set of
45 individual sheets, postpaid in the U.S.A.
Selected sheets: 2¢ per sheet, plus 15¢ handling and mailing charge, in the U.S.A.
We specialize in industrial physics and offer a
"GUARANTEED RESEARCH SERVICE"

CALIBRON

PRODUCTS,

INC.

West Orange, New Jersey

HOME
On the vital home front, business m1Ut keep
going - and it will! American courage and
patriotism will win on the economic front at
home just as surely as it is winning on the
battlefronts abroad. This firm is devoting
every ounce of energy to vital war work and
to maintaining the flow of goods and services
needed here at home.
I

Blue Print and
Allied Processes
Photostat
SPAULDING-MOSS
CO.
Three convenient locations
42 Franklin St.
Send for m
113 Purchase St.
263 Park Sq. Bldg.

Invention. - A note on the construction of a native
bridge in war-torn New Guinea is contributed (page
14) by M. F. ASHLEYMONTAGU,associate professor
of anatomy, the Hahnemann Medical College and
Hospital of Philadelphia, frequent and provocative
writer on physical and cultural anthropology.

FREE Booklet
"Photo Copi«t( \

Boston, Mass. LIB. 3000 ~~
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Information

supplied by "Mechanical

Engineering"

There exists a very evident need for the correlation of

.charts, and the future research needed on mechanical

available

spring problems are all discussed in the symposium.

data on mechanical

springs, and for the

.~ Serious attention to the problem

formulation of a standard code for the design of heli-

of mechanical

"~p~g design began in 1924 with the establishment

cal springs. As a result, a group of specialists have

1·'··1

made suggestions in a symposium, published in the

of the A.S.M.E. Research Committee on Mechanical

July 1942 Transactions

Springs. Since that date. 66 papers on the subject have

of the A.S.M.E. which it is

appeared in various A.S.M.E. publications. They have

hoped will crystallize into early action.

laid the groundwork for a design code which. when

The scope of a proposed code. design stresses, the
arrangement

and scope of helical spring tables. the

completed and adopted, should simplify the work of

advantages

and

designers. The symposium contains a bibliography.
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DGE

MAIL RETURNS

AUTOMATIC and CONTINUOUS

GAS

ANALYSERS

For IntelligeTlt Censorship
FROM CIIARLES

Save Labor in Refineries

• COMBUSTIBLE
• SPECIAL

GASES

APPLICATIONS

Makl' use of Oltr wide experience as producers of gas
Send details of
analysers for exacting industries.
your problem to obtain our recommendations,

CAMBRIDGE
3732

GRAND

INSTRUMENT

CENTRAL

TERMINAL

CO ... lnc,
NEW

BLAKE, '!l5:

We have been engaged ror many months, whether we believe it or
not, in total war, and still it seems necessary to emphasize this point
repeatedly. To a large extent our failure to accept the idea of total
war arises partly from ignorance of the definition of the concept and
partly from humanitarian
considerations. Not only must we attack
all military personnel and installations of tbe enemy by every possible military means but we must attack the whole enemy population
by all possible effective means, military and nonmilitary. It is precisely this last aspect of total war which is so abhorrent to democratic
peoples.
We do not, of course, have to adopt all of our enemies' less amiable
methods of warfare, but we do have to remember that ultimately our
problem is to put out of action the largest number of enemy effectives
and that the effectives in modern war include virtually all civilians.
It must by no means be forgotten that the majority or the German
people, nazi or not, hoped to profit from the program or the Nazis.
They may not have approved of nazi activities inside Germany, but
they certainly approved on the whole of the external policy and the
methods or carrying it out.
One aspect of this total war has been brought into the open by a recent discussion in the pages of Science on the propriety of suppressing
technical information of medical and sa:nitary significance. The committee on medical research of the Office of Scientific Research and
Development seems to feel that we should take a humanitarian point
of view and not suppress such facts. On the other hand, the technical
data license division of the Board of. Economic Warfare has undertaken to censor certain findings which appear to be chiefly of medical
significance. The issue is clearly joined, but the view held by each
group is somewhat restricted.
For example, a nonpoisonous lining for lead tooth-paste tubes may
have purely medical or humanitarian value. On the other hand, it is
by no means certain that such knowledge could not be applied in other
fields wbere its value might be clearly industrial and military. P. W.
Bridgman saw this plainly when he closed his laboratory to citizens
of totalitarian
powers. Examples need not be multiplied. We need
only remember that our enemies take the attitude that justice and
fair dealing are only for one's own people and that whoever is not on
their side is ipso facto against them.
Any medical discover)' of ours which may come to the knowledge of
the Axis will be used not for the general benefit of all peoples under
their control but only for those segments of (Concluded on page 5-4)

Cambridge Recording Gas Analysers insure accuracy and trouble
free performance to a degree hitherto unknown. Completely automatico Eliminate
human
error.
No
chemicals.
No intermittent
sampling.
No moving parts in Cambridge
analysis units. Combination
unirs enable
the continuous
recording
of several
components
of a gas, simultaneously,
on a single chart. The Recorder can be
furnished
with contacts
for various
control or alarm actuating circuits and
mav be located at considerable distance
froin any sampling point. Cambridge
analvsers are used for the determination
of .
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If you need new construction for the war
effort, we can offer you a service that has been
thoroughly tested under present conditions.
. , . Our work comprises contracts for' the
Army, Navy and Defense Plant Corporation,
as well as for private industry.

" Automatic Milling Cycles
" Climb or Conventional Milling
" Ease of Set-up and Operation
Brown & Sharpe Mf •• Co.
Providence,
ft. 1-. U. S. A.

" Electrical Contral
-and

many other

advantages

to mill

w.

efficiently on a wide variety of materials
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